ABILITY: CAN, COULD, BE ABLE TO
Put a check mark on the lines to the right if you got a correct answer.
Write your answer in the space provided or on a separate sheet of paper.
Complete the advertisement. Use the appropriate form of can, could, or be able to with each verb. Use can or could when possible.

1) Think about your last exercise program: __________ you _______________ time for
1. (find)
the program in your busy schedule? __________ the program _______________ your
2. (hold)
interest for longer than a few weeks? If you answer "no," you're not alone. There are
many programs, but most programs __________ people's fitness needs.
3. (not /meet)
Kathy Swift's Exercise Program is different. It has helped many people get in
shape, and it _______________ you, too! We spoke to someone who tried it and
4. (help)
loves it. Here's what she said: "I _______________ why so many people love the
5. (understand)
Kathy Swift program. I tried other programs, but I _______________ with them for
6. (not /stick)
more than a week or two. I want _______________ at any time. With Kathy Swift,
7. (exercise)
I _______________ exercise into my regular routine."
8. (fit)

2) __________ you _______________ ? If you join Ken's Cooking Club, in just a few
1. (cook)
weeks you ____________________ . Here is what some of our satisfied students said:
2.(cook)
"I've only had two classes, but already I _______________ a delicious meal.
3. (make)
By the holidays next month, I think ____________________ a dinner party and
4. (have)
invite all my friends."
"When I was younger, I _______________ pretty well. But in college, I lived in a
5. (cook)
dorm without a kitchen, so I _______________. After college, I wanted to
6. (not cook)
_______________________ my friends and family for a meal, but I _______________
7. (invite)
8. (not do)
anything in the kitchen. My cousin told me about Ken's, and now I _______________
9. (cook)
better than anyone I know!"

ABILITY: CAN, COULD, BE ABLE TO
Put a check mark on the lines to the right if you got a correct answer.
Write your answer in the space provided or on a separate sheet of paper.
Complete the advertisement. Use the appropriate form of can, could, or be able to with each verb. Use can or could when possible.

1) Think about your last exercise program: __________ you _______________ time for
1. (find)
the program in your busy schedule? __________ the program _______________ your
2. (hold)
interest for longer than a few weeks? If you answer "no," you're not alone. There are
many programs, but most programs __________ people's fitness needs.
3. (not /meet)
Kathy Swift's Exercise Program is different. It has helped many people get in
shape, and it _______________ you, too! We spoke to someone who tried it and
4. (help)
loves it. Here's what she said: "I _______________ why so many people love the
5. (understand)
Kathy Swift program. I tried other programs, but I _______________ with them for
6. (not /stick)
more than a week or two. I want _______________ at any time. With Kathy Swift,
7. (exercise)
I _______________ exercise into my regular routine."
8. (fit)

Answer: 1. Could . . . find
2. Could . . . hold

3. can't meet
4. can help

5. can understand
6. couldn't stick

7. to be able to exercise
8. can fit

2) __________ you _______________ ? If you join Ken's Cooking Club, in just a few
1. (cook)
weeks you ____________________ . Here is what some of our satisfied students said:
2.(cook)
"I've only had two classes, but already I _______________ a delicious meal.
3. (make)
By the holidays next month, I think ____________________ a dinner party and
4. (have)
invite all my friends."
"When I was younger, I _______________ pretty well. But in college, I lived in a
5. (cook)
dorm without a kitchen, so I _______________. After college, I wanted to
6. (not cook)
_______________________ my friends and family for a meal, but I _______________
7. (invite)
8. (not do)
anything in the kitchen. My cousin told me about Ken's, and now I _______________
9. (cook)
better than anyone I know!"

Answer: 1. Can . . . cook
2. 'll be able to cook

3. can make
4. 'll be able to have

5. could cook
6. couldn't cook

7. be able to invite 9. can cook
8. couldn't do

